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ABSTRACT

Synthetic-aperture radar (SAR) has become one of the most important remote sensing techniques
in the last few decades. It allows for day-night operation and is resilient to difficult weather
conditions. However, classic SAR has considerable limitations. The first one is that it has a trade-
off between size of imaged area and resolution, meaning we can’t have a wide area with a high
level of detail, which is a big problem for many applications. The second limitation is that, to
obtain full polarimetric information, either the imaged area must decrease in size or there must
be a deterioration in resolution. In some applications that necessitate polarimetric information,
this is likewise quite an issue. To deal with these limitations of classic SAR, MIMO (multiple
input multiple output) SAR is a new technique that utilizes array processing to extract angular
information from the received echo and thus obtain both a high resolution and a wide imaged area,
along with polarimetric information. In this work, the theory behind MIMO SAR is presented,
along with simulations that demonstrate the advantages of using this system over the traditional
techniques.

RESUMO

SAR (radar de abertura sintética, do inglês synthetic aperture radar) tem se tornado uma das
técnicas de sensoriamento remoto mais importantes nas últimas décadas. A técnica SAR permite
operação tanto no dia quanto à noite, além de ser resiliente a condições climáticas adversas. No
entanto, técnicas clássicas de SAR apresentam limitações consideráveis. A primeira é que existe
uma relação de compromisso entre tamanho da área imageada e resolução, de forma que não
conseguimos uma grande área com um alto nível de detalhe, o que é um grande problema para
várias aplicações. A segunda limitação é que, para obter informação polarimétrica completa, ou a
área imageada diminui ou a resolução piora. Em certas aplicações em que se necessita de informação
polarimétrica, isso se torna um problema. Para lidar com essas limitações de SAR clássico, MIMO
(múltiplas entradas múltiplas saídas, do inglês multiple input multiple output) SAR é uma nova
técnica que utiliza processamento de arranjo para extrair informação angular da onda recebida
e consequentemente obter tanto uma resolução fina quanto uma grande área imageada, junto de
informação polarimétrica. Nesse trabalho, a teoria atrás de MIMO SAR é apresentada, junto de
simulações que demonstram as vantagens de se usar esse sistema sobre as técnicas clássicas.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Remote Sensing and Earth Observation

Remote sensing has become a very importation area in the past decades. It generally consists of
airborne or spaceborne sensors that detect objects from a given scene and it is a vital tool in many
Earth sciences, such as hydrology [1], ecology [2], meteorology [3], oceanography [4], glaciology [5]
and geology [6]. It also has applications in military operations [7], intelligence [8], agriculture [9]
and humanitarian applications [10]. All these applications depend on fine resolution, wide sensed
area and low revisit times (meaning information is obtained regularly).

Remote sensing techniques can be separated into two classes. The first is passive remote sensing,
where the sensor simply detects signals coming from the scene in a passive fashion, i.e. the sensing
does not involve the transmission of any signals by the remote sensing platform. Passive remote
sensing was the first kind to be developed and examples include optical imaging, multispectral
imaging and hyperspectral imaging. These techniques have the benefit that they obtain a very
large bandwidth of the imaging scene, which is vital for some kinds of analysis [11] [12].

The second type of remote sensing is active remote sensing, in which the platform transmits a
signal and obtains information by receiving the reflected signal. The main technique of this kind
is synthetic aperture radar (SAR). These techniques generally obtain the reflectivity of the scene,
instead of properties like color (see Fig. 1.1). While these techniques have the disadvantage that
they obtain a smaller bandwidth from the scene, they have a major advantage in that they can
obtain images even at night and in difficult weather conditions [13]. In particular, SAR techniques
are specially suited to regions like the Amazon, for example, that have a season of heavy rain [14].

Given these benefits, SAR has become a well-established tool for obtaining Earth data. Systems
like TerraSAR-X [15], Sentinel-1 [16] and Radarsat-1 [17] have provided rich data which allowed
for a myriad of studies on a wide range of subjects. Additional features of SAR systems such
as ground moving target indication (GMTI) and Interferometric SAR have only intensified the
utilization of SAR.

In the last few years, however, a few limitations of SAR have become apparent. As we will see in
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Figure 1.1: Optical and SAR images of the same scene. We can see that the interpretation of
the image is a bit more nuanced in the SAR case than in the optical case, since SAR obtains the
reflectivity of the scene, instead of properties like color. Image taken from [23].

chapter 2, classic SAR techniques present a trade-off in terms of size of imaged area and resolution
(resolution being defined as the amount of detail in an image). In situations where both fine
resolution and a wide imaged area are important (for example, in the study of deforestation), this
becomes a problem. Furthermore, quad-polarization systems present either a coarser resolution
or map a smaller area than mono-polarization systems [18], which can also become a big problem
since polarimetric data can be vital for some types of analysis [19] [20] [21] [22].

In the hopes of overcoming this limitations, a new type of SAR system is emerging. Digital
beamforming SAR (DBF SAR) is a new technique that utilizes an antenna array to obtain an-
gular information from the received echo (such as in Fig. 1.2) and, with it, surpass the trade-off
between resolution and size of imaged area of classic SAR. This technique is the basis for the
new Tandem-L system, which is being developed by the German Aerospace Center (DLR) and
promises performance orders of magnitude better than current systems. However, the Tandem-L
system will still suffer from coarser resolution or smaller imaged area in polarimetric SAR [24], and
so another system being developed in the literature is the MIMO (multiple input multiple output)
SAR system. This system transmits several orthogonal waveforms so as to obtain polarimetric
systems without compromising the other aspects of the image. The theory behind MIMO SAR is
still fresh, and therefore a full polarimetric MIMO SAR system may still be years off. However, it
could provide major benefits even when comparing it to DBF SAR.

In this work, we will present both the theory behind MIMO SAR and a few simulations exposing
its performance. In chapter 2 we will present the basic theory of classic radar and SAR, along with
is limitations, in chapter 3 we will present the theory and the techniques used in MIMO SAR, in
chapter 4 we will present the MIMO SAR simulations, and in chapter 5 we will conclude our work.
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Figure 1.2: DBF SAR system, in which the SAR platform is equipped with an antenna array
that is able to obtain angular information from the received echo, and thus overcome the trade-off
between high resolution and size of imaged area present in classical SAR systems.
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Chapter 2

Radar and SAR

2.1 Introduction

Before delving into MIMO SAR, we must first start with basic radar and SAR theory. From
the classic theory, we shall see the limitations of the traditional systems that MIMO SAR seeks
to overcome. In this chapter, we shall present the basic theory of radar and SAR. Naturally, the
theory presented here is intended simply as an introduction into the topic. However, some useful
intuition may be gained by analyzing the basic radar and SAR theory, even if briefly.

2.2 Radar

2.2.1 General Concepts

SAR theory starts with the theory of classic radar. The classic radar technique, whose name
means ‘radio detection and ranging’ is the technique of transmitting a radio wave and, based on
the wave reflected by the target, obtain characteristics from the target such as distance, size and
reflectivity.

Fig. 2.1 shows the situation in classic radar. The antenna transmits a wave that reaches an
object and is reflected back to the transmitting antenna. By measuring the time difference from
the transmission to the reflection, one can measure the distance (also called range) between the
reflecting object and the antenna.

The object itself is characterized by its radar cross section (RCS). The RCS of an object is a
quantity that describes the power reflected by the target divided by the power density (measured in
W/m2) incident on it. The RCS is measured in squared meters and is equal to the cross section of
a perfectly conductive sphere the would reflect the same power. More conductive materials reflect
more power, and therefore metals have a greater RCS than other materials. Besides that, bigger
objects naturally reflect more power, and consequently they possess a higher RCS. In this fashion,
the RCS of an object contains information both about the size and about the material of an object,
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Figure 2.1: Situation considered in classic radar. The antenna transmits a wave and the target
reflects it. The radar station then receives the reflected wave and performs signal processing on it
so as to obtain useful pieces of information about the target.

and therefore it can be used to classify targets, which is widely used in military applications [25].

In summary, classic radar allows for a measurement both of distance (range) and of RCS of
a target. Additionally, one can also obtain angular information through the technique shown in
Fig. 2.2. A highly directive antenna is used and its beam is rotated. To perform the rotation,
one can use both a physical rotation or array steering if one is using an array. For each angle, we
obtain radar information about the targets being illuminated by the array. We can see that targets
whose angular distances are smaller than the beamwidth cannot be separated, and therefore a high
directivity (and hence a large antenna) is needed for a radar to obtain a good angular resolution.
As we will see later, SAR is precisely a way to circumvent this angular resolution problem without
the necessity of a large antenna.

2.2.2 Radar Equation

Another concept that is of major importance to properly understand radar techniques (and,
later, SAR) is the radar equation. It related the power that is transmitted by the antenna to the
power reflected by the way. For brevity, we will will not demonstrate this formula, but it can easily
be proven using the Friis formula for free space radiation. The expression is:

Pr =
PtGσaAe

(4πR2)2 , (2.1)

where Pr is the receive power, Pt is the transmitted power, G is the gain of the antenna, σa is the
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Figure 2.2: Top-down view of a radar system. The antenna is rotated to obtain angular information.
For each angle, the system obtains radar information (RCS and range) for the targets illuminated
by the antenna. As we can see, a highly directive antenna is needed for fine angular resolution.

RCS of the object, Ae is the effective area of the antenna (we remember that Ae = λG/4π, where
λ is the wavelength) and R is the range to the target. In eq. (2.1) it is important to notice that we
consider a target that reflects the incident wave in an isotropic fashion (in other words, the wave
is reflected with the same power in all directions).

Eq. (2.1) is of great importance to radar and to SAR since it relates the main quantities in
radar and consequently is used to size the system. For examples, given a noise floor (which gives us
a minimum acceptable value for Pr), we obtain a maximum detectable range, considering a fixed
RCS. We can increase the transmitted power of the antenna area until we increase this distance to
a desired value. Further down below, we will also see a more sophisticated version of this equation
that is at the heart of the principle of operation of SAR systems.

2.2.3 Transmitted Signal and Matched Filter

Having considered the main system parameters and the working principle of classic radar
systems, it is important to consider the transmitted waveform. To choose an appropriate waveform,
we consider two objects whose distance difference to the radar platform is small. For example, the
first target could be at range R0 and the second could be at distance R0 + ∆R. The returns from
the objects arrive at moments t0 and t0 + ∆t. We have that the system must be able to separate
these two returns.

To achieve this objective, one could think of transmitting a very brief pulse, i.e. with a short
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duration, so as to be able to separate these very close targets. This was the first solution in radar
[13]. This technique works, but presents a major problem: as the signal has a short duration and
the energy of the signal must be high so that the return can overcome the noise, the transmitted
power must be very high. A high power was difficult to be obtained with the electronics of the
time, and therefore the achievable power was a limiting factor in obtaining a fine resolution [13].

However, it turns out that a fine resolution can be realized in an alternative fashion: a waveform
of long duration could be transmitted and, in reception, a correlation could be performed between
the received signal and the transmitted one. As a correlation with the transmitted signal is
equivalent to a matched filter, a filter of this kind could be used to obtain a high temporal resolution
even with a long duration signal. The resolution, then, is not limited by the power anymore, and
the limiting factor becomes the transmitted bandwidth. To see this, we start with eq. (2.2):

sr(t) = st(t) ∗ h(t), (2.2)

where sr(t) is the received signal, st(t) is the transmitted signal and h(t) is the impulse response of
the scene. Once the impulse response of the signal is obtained, we obtain the RCS and the distance
of each target, which is the desired information. We then apply a matched filter in eq. (2.2) to
obtain:

sr(t) ∗ st(−t) = (st(t) ∗ h(t)) ∗ st(−t),

sr(t) ∗ st(−t) =

[∫
st(τ)h(t− τ)dτ

]
∗ st(−t),

sr(t) ∗ st(−t) =

∫ [∫
st(τ)h(λ− τ)dτ

]
st(λ− t)dλ,

sr(t) ∗ st(−t) =

∫ ∫
st(τ)h(λ− τ)st(λ− t)dτdλ.

(2.3)

We then define u = λ− τ and then:

sr(t) ∗ st(−t) =

∫ ∫
st(τ)h(u)st(u+ τ − t)dτdu,

sr(t) ∗ st(−t) =

∫
h(u)

∫
st(τ)st(u+ τ − t)dτdu,

sr(t) ∗ st(−t) =

∫
h(u)Rs(u− t)du,

(2.4)

where Rs(t) is the auto-correlation of st. We note that if st has an infinite bandwidth, we have
that:

sr(t) ∗ st(−t) =

∫
h(u)δ(u− t)du,

sr(t) ∗ st(−t) = h(t),

(2.5)
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where δ(t) is the Dirac delta. Naturally, the bandwidth of the signal will never be infinite, however
(as we will explore further in section 2.3.3) the time duration of Rs(t) will be inversely proportional
to the bandwidth of st [13], and therefore the time resolution of the radar system will improve as
the bandwidth increases. This is the reason many radar and SAR systems have wave-forms with
bandwidths in the tens or hundreds of megahertz [13].

As resolution is only affected by bandwidth, we can design waveforms that have a large band-
width at the same time as they have a long duration, so as to keep the signal power low. The most
common solution is the following wave-form:

st = C cos
(
2πfct+ πγt2

)
rect

(
t

Tp

)
, (2.6)

where C is a constant related to the transmitted energy, fc is the center frequency (or carrier
frequency) of the signal, γ is the so called chirp rate, rect is the unitary rectangular window (that
is equal to 1 is its argument has an absolute value smaller than 0.5 and is 0 otherwise) and Tp is
the signal duration.

The signal st is eq. (2.7) is called a chirp signal, and is widely used in radar and sonar appli-
cations. A very important characteristic of the chirp signal is that, to a good approximation, the
bandwidth B of the chirp signal is B = γTp. Therefore, we can make the bandwidth equal to any
desired value by merely altering γ.

One final note in this section is that, from now on, instead of working with the notation of
eq. (2.7), we shall express our signals exclusively using the complex envelope, that proves to be a
more compact and practical notation to perform the operations present in the other parts of this
work. Therefore, we express the signal st as:

st = Cejπγt
2
rect

(
t

Tp

)
, (2.7)

where j is the imaginary unit. The time dependence e+j2πfct will be omitted on the rest of this
work.

Given that we have showcased radar fundamentals, we are ready to delve into the classic theory
of SAR.

2.3 SAR

2.3.1 Working Principle and Geometry

The concept of SAR imaging was born when Carl A. Wiley [13] realized that a radar platform
that was in relative movement with respect to a target could obtain angular information utilizing
the Doppler effect. The situation is shown in Fig. 2.3. The points x and y are equidistant to the
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platform, e consequently their reflected waves arrive at the platform at the same time. However,
point x is getting closer to the platform, while point y is moving away from it. Consequently, due
to the Doppler effect, the signal due to target in point x will have a positive shift in frequency,
while the target in point y will suffer a negative shift. This gives us a means of separation the
contributions from both points and therefore obtain a two-dimensional image.

Image 2.4 shows curves of constant range (that form circles on the ground) and of constant
Doppler frequency (that form hyperbolas on the ground [26]). As we can see, each point can be
distinguished by these two coordinates. However, because these coordinates are dependent on
the (time-varying) platform position, generally we map the scene in another fashion: utilizing the
coordinates of range and azimuth. The azimuth coordinate of a point x is defined as the projection
of the point in the line of ground track. Therefore, the platform at a given time instant will have
the same azimuth coordinate to a point x when the line connecting the platform to point x is
orthogonal to the ground track. Azimuth is also often called the along-track coordinate, since it
point in the same direction of the ground-track. For targets in the same azimuth (and therefore
along the same line), their distance to the SAR platform will be different, and consequently we
consider range as being the second coordinate. It is important to notice that, in normal SAR
operation conditions, the illuminated area is very distant from the platform, in a such a way that
the curves of constant range become approximately constant, and the range coordinate becomes
orthogonal to the ground track. Because of this, the range coordinate is also called the cross-track
coordinate. Finally, there is the concept of ground range. It is essentially the projection of range
onto the ground, and is equal to Rcos(θ), where R is the range and θ is the grazing angle: the
angle that the propagation vector of the transmitted wave makes with the ground.

2.3.2 SAR received signal echo and signal processing

As we saw, the working principle of SAR depends of the Doppler effect occurring on targets with
the same range. To detect and separate these targets, it is necessary to make various transmissions
of the same waveform, and to see how the frequency shift (or, equivalently, phase) varies with
time. Therefore, we make the distinction between the so called fast time and the so called slow
time. Fast time is the time in the reception of a single pulse, while slow time is the number of the
pulse in question. Fast time is continuous in nature (although will be made discrete to allow for
signal processing) and will be indicated with the letter t, while the slow time is discrete by nature
(since the pulse transmission occurs in discrete moments) and will be denoted with the letter n.
The pulses are transmitted with frequency PRF (pulse repetition frequency) and therefore 1/PRF
seconds will pass between a given pulse n and the following pulse n+ 1. It is important to notice
that, in SAR imaging, an integration time is necessary to image generation. In this integration
time, the platform will travel a given distance and N pulses will be aggregated to generate the
image. As we will see, a high value for N is desirable to obtain high resolution.

The distinction between fast time and slow time usually is accompanied with one of the most
useful approximations in SAR: the start-stop approximation. In this approximation, we consider
that, for a given fixed slow time n, the distance between the platform and any given point does
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Figure 2.3: Situation considered in SAR. Note that points x and y, even though they are at the
same range, they have different Doppler frequencies since their movement relative to the platform
is different. This difference in Doppler frequency gives us grounds to separate the contributions
from these two points.

not change. In other others, we consider that the platform travels in discrete steps, and that it is
fixed for fixed n.

Having defined the concepts above, we are now ready for the expression of the received signal.
This expression has largely the same form of the radar equation and can be derived using the free
space Green’s function [27]. It is equal to:

un(t) =

∫
A

e−j2kRn(x,y)

(4πRn(x, y))2 g
2
n(x, y)ζ(x, y) sn

(
t− 2Rn(x, y)

c

)
dxdy, (2.8)

where the integral is taken over the spatial domain A (which is the area being illuminated by the
antenna beam), sn(t) is the n-th transmitted pulse, un(t) is the signal received at instant t and
considering pulse number n, and Rn(x, y) is the distance between the platform to the point in
(x, y) in slow time n. Note that Rn(x, y) does not depend on t, which is the result of the start-stop
approximation. Additionally, λ is the carrier wavelength, c is the speed of light and gn(x, y) is the
antenna normalized gain. Generally, we consider that the platform antenna is highly directive, and
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Figure 2.4: Curves of constant range (circles) and constant Doppler frequency (hyperbolas) in SAR
operation.

consequently we can approximate gn(x, y) as being equal to one inside the beam and zero outside
it, which simply limits the integration domain.

The main physical quantity to consider in eq. (2.8) is ζ(x, y). This quantity is the Fresnel
reflection coefficient of point (x, y) and is the SAR analogue to the RCS of the scene, with three
important differences: ζ(x, y) is a distributed quantity (over a given scene), while the RCS is
concentrated and characterizes single objects (a single RCS number describes an aircraft, for
example); ζ(x, y) relates the transmitted and reflected electrical fields, whereas RCS relates the
power of the incoming and reflected waves; and, finally, ζ(x, y) is a complex number, i.e. it contains
both magnitude and phase information. One can then see that one of the main differences between
SAR and radar processing is that SAR operates with phase information, while this information is
secondary in classic radar. We note that obtaining the SAR image equates to obtaining ζ(x, y).

In this manner, all SAR processing is performed so as to invert eq. (2.8) with respect to ζ(x, y).
To this end, we first apply a matched filter (as descrived before) on signal un(t). As the chirp signal
has a large bandwidth, we have that the result is a good approximation for the impulse response
of the scene. This impulse response is denoted by hn(t), since it depends on n, as illustrated in
Fig. 2.5. The signal hn(t) is then passed through an image formation processing (IFP) algorithm.
The IFP algorithm has the function of generation the final image based on hn(t), correcting for
geometric distortions and platform imperfections.
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Various IFP algorithms are used in SAR processing, such as the RDA algorithm [28], the
Omega-K algorithm [29], the polar format algorithm [30] and the CSA [31], among others. The
preference between one or the other stems mostly from the geometry of the situation and the
achievable processing capacity. An in-depth description of IFP algorithms is outside the scope of
this work, but it is crucial to emphasize one fact: all the IFP algorithms necessitate the knowledge
of hn(t). As we will see below, guaranteeing the attainment of hn(t) imposes limits in classic SAR
that motivate the research of MIMO SAR.

Figure 2.5: Signals in SAR. The blue waveform represents the transmitted signals, while the black
waveforms are the impulse responses. The small differences between each impulse response allows
for image formation. SAR imaging necessitates the attainment (and separation) of these impulse
responses. This image represents three samples of slow time (three transmitted pulses) and an
unspecified number of fast time samples.

2.3.3 Expressions for resolution and limits of classic SAR

Because of their huge importance to the comprehension of the limites of classic SAR techniques,
we will now present the formulas for the resolution of SAR and the restrictions of the system
parameters.

Firstly, we derive the range resolution. In an analogous fashion to classic radar, we have that
in SAR the range resolution depends on our ability to distinguish returns from targets at different
distances from the platform. As the fast time is clearly related to the distance (since the return
time will always be 2Rn(x, y)/c), we have that the resolution in range will be related to how well
we can distinguish the impulse response in fast time t. As already established, a large bandwidth
signal is necessary to achieve a thin autocorrelation function and therefore obtain a good replica
of the impulse response. A good approximation [13] is to consider the width of the autocorrelation
function to be:

∆t =
1

B
. (2.9)

To relate this uncertainty in time to the uncertainty in range, we observe that the delay is
equal to the distance times 2/c, and therefore:

∆R =
c

2
∆t =

c

2B
. (2.10)
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The proof of the expression for the azimuth resolution is a bit more involved, and a complete
derivation will not be shown in this text (for complete derivations, the reader is referred to [26]
and [13]). However, a brief analysis still proves useful to understand the final expression and to
develop some intuition. Firstly, we express the received signal due to a single point in coordinates
(xa, ya, 0), where the coordinate xa is the azimuth (along-track) coordinate, ya is the cross-track
coordinate and the height of the target is considered to be zero. In the same way, the platform
has coordinates (n V

PRF , ypl, zpl), in the same coordinate system. The parameter V is the platform
velocity. We then have that the phase of the return signal (after the matched filter and ignoring
the phase introduced by the scene reflectivity) is:

φ = 2
R

λ
= 2

√(
V

PRFn− xa
)2

+ (ypl − ya)2 + (zpl)
2

λ
,

φ = 2

√(
V

PRFn
)2 − 2 V

PRFnxa +R2
0

λ
,

φ ≈ 2
R0

λ
− 2

1

R0λ

V

PRF
nxa +

1

R0λ

(
V

PRF
n

)2

,

(2.11)

where R0 is the distance from the platform to the target in n = 0. Often, n = 0 denotes the
middle of the aperture, or the moment in which the platform has traveled half the total path. In
the derivation of eq. (2.11), we considered that the distance between the point and the platform
is much smaller than R0. This hypothesis is not strictly necessary (and, in fact, various imaging
algorithms do not use it [32]), but this approximation allows us to comprehend some characteristics
of the SAR signal.

The phase derived in (2.11) represents a phase that varies with slow time n. As we can see,
the phase is approximately a quadratic in n, and therefore it describes a chirp signal. The chirp
rate is fixed by system parameters and by R0. As before, we want to be able to separate various
copies of this chirp signal (one for each point in the same range), and therefore we desire a large
bandwidth for a non-ambiguous separation. As the chirp rate is fixed, we desire a long integration
time to obtain a large bandwidth e consequently a high resolution. That is exactly what is being
expressed in the formula derived in [26], that says that the azimuth resolution ∆x is:

∆x =
λKR0

2L sin(α)
=

λKR0PRF
2V N sin(α)

, (2.12)

where K is a parameter do model system imperfections and α is the angle that the beam makes
with the platform velocity (typically, α = π/2 and the beam points broadside). The parameter L
represents the aperture length: the length of the path traveled by the platform in the transmission
of N pulses. As we can see, the resolution gets better the larger L is, e consequently it is of major
importance in the design and in the use of SAR systems. We also see how this translated in pulse
number: for a fixed PRF, we desire a large N to obtain a better resolution. The reason for that is
clear based on the formula for the phase, derived in (2.11): the higher the chirp signal transmission,
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the larger its bandwidth and therefore the better it can be distinguished from other chirp signals.
Note that one peculiarity of SAR is that the expressions for the resolutions in the two dimensions
are very different, which can often result in systems that have considerably different resolution
values in each dimension.

Once we have expressed the formulas for the resolution, a question of major importance still
remains: the fact that the possible values for the PRF are determined by the other parameters of
the system. Firstly, we notice that there is an inferior limit for the PRF. This limit comes from the
fact that the Doppler phase is perfectly described by its discrete samples in n only if the system
PRF is high enough so that there is no aliasing. However, a large Doppler bandwidth is required
for a fine resolution in azimuth. We can therefore prove ([13]) that:

V

∆x
< PRF. (2.13)

Additionally, there is also an upper bound on the PRF. To understand why, we consider a
platform that illuminates a given scene. The antenna illuminates the scene such that the closest
illuminated point is at distance R1 and the farthest illuminated point is at distance R2. The range
swath Ws is then defined as the difference between the two, i.e. Ws = R2 − R1. An important
observation is that, in reception, we must always be sure of what pulse is being received. In other
words, we can’t mistake the return of pulse n with the return of pulse n + 1 and vice versa. To
make sure of this, we cannot mistake an ‘early’ echo from pulse n + 1 that reflected off the point
with range R1 from a ‘late’ echo from pulse n that reflected from the point with range R2. This
can also be seen in Fig. 2.5: if the PRF is too high, the different impulse responses will overlap,
which will cause ambiguities. Since the time between two pulses is 1/PRF, we have that:

Ws <
c

2PRF
. (2.14)

Taking into account both limits for the PRF, we have that:

Ws <
c

2PRF
<

c

2V
∆x. (2.15)

The above equation is one of the most important in SAR. Since the PRF must always obey the
above equation so that there is no ambiguities in range or azimuth, there exists a trade-off between
a wide range swath (that, of course, is related to a wide imaged area) and a high resolution in
azimuth. As we will see in chapter 3, this limitation of classic SAR is one of the main motivations
for the creation of MIMO SAR.

2.3.4 SAR Modes

Having established the expressions for the resolution and PRF limits, we shall briefly show the
main SAR modes of operation. The simplest one is called strip-map, in which the antenna beam
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stays in a fixed angle. Since it is the simplest mode to be executed, it was also the earliest one to
be developed.

There also exists the spotlight mode, in which the beam direction is continuously varied so
as to always point in a fixed area. As we saw earlier, the azimuth resolution improves when
the integration time increases, and consequently the spotlight mode presents the best azimuth
resolution. An obvious disadvantage of the spotlight mode is its image has a much smaller area
than strip-map or the third mode, ScanSAR.

In ScanSAR, the beam’s direction is changed in time, following a zigzag pattern. The advantage
of this mode is the wide imaged area. In fact, of the three main SAR modes, scan-SAR is the
one with the widest imaged area, which of course comes with the worst resolution in azimuth.
Therefore, this mode is useful when mapping a wide area is more important than having a good
resolution.

Figure 2.6: Stripmap mode SAR. The beam direction if fixed, and so the illuminated scene changes
over time. This was the first mode to be developed.

Figure 2.7: Spotlight SAR. The beam direction is changed so that the platform illuminated a
constant area on the ground. Because the ingration time is longer, the azimuth resolution is better
in this mode than in the others, at the cost of a much smaller imaged area.
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Figure 2.8: ScanSAR mode of operation. The illuminated changes in a zigzag pattern to obtain a
wide image. As a consequence, the azimuth resolution is worse in this mode than in the others,
since the integration time is smaller

2.3.5 Polarimetric SAR

One final point remains for understanding classic SAR techniques, and that is the issue of
polarization. The polarization of an electromagnetic wave is defined as the orientation of the
electric field in a plane wave. The discussion so far have treated with radar and SAR of a single
polarization: a single polarization (for example, the horizontal one) was transmitted and the same
polarization was received. However, a polarimetric data is considerably more useful for various
remote sensing applications, such as forestry [19], military applications [20], agriculture [21] and
topographic mapping [22], just to name a few. A full polarimetric SAR system has at least a pair
of antennas, such that each one transmits and receives a different polarization.

The utility of polarimetric SAR comes from the fact that materials react differently to different
incident polarizations. Additionally, materials can (and, in general, will) reflect polarizations
which are different from the ones incident on them. For example, one can illuminate a target
with a horizontal polarization and receive reflected signals in both the horizontal and vertical
polarizations. Therefore, in a polarimetric context, the Fresnel reflection coefficient is substituted
for the scattering matrix Z, in the following way:

Z =

[
ζHH ζHV

ζV H ζV V

]
, (2.16)

where the ζp′p coefficient is the Fresnel coefficient for the transmitted wave of polarization p and
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reflected wave of polarization p′.

In the same way that the Fresnel reflection coefficient must be substituted by the scattering
matrix, we also have to substitute the concept of impulse response by a matrix of impulse responses.
In other words, the term hn(t) becomes hnp′p(t), where we have an impulse response for each p′p
pair. Consequently, we must develop a system that is capable of obtaining hp′p(t) so that we can
arrive at the polarimetric reflectivities.

Therefore, we must guarantee the separability of the received echoes in four distinct signals,
one for each p′p pair. As we already receive two antennas on reception that can distinguish between
the two received polarizations, the difficulty is in separating the signals from the two transmitted
polarizations. In other words, we have difficulty in distinguishing between the terms hnHV (t)

and hnHH(t) or between the terms hnV V (t) and hnV H(t), but not betwen the terms hnHH(t) and
hnV H(t).

To distinguish between the two transmitted polarizations, one has to make them orthogonal in
some way. A first method could be transmitting wave-forms in two different bandwidths, one for
each transmitted polarization. Therefore, the returns would be orthogonal regardless of the scene.
The problem with this approach is that if the SAR system has a bandwidth B, each polarization
will have access only to B/2 and consequently, as we saw, the resolution in range will worsen.

The most common solution is to separate the polarizations in time: the transmission are
interleaved, such that each polarization is transmitted with half the PRF (similarly to a TDM
system in telecommunications). The problem with this solution, however, is that a lower PRF
naturally results in a worse resolution in azimuth (since we have to decrease the integration time
to avoid aliasing). The PRF is then generally doubled so that a reasonable PRF in each polarization
can still be achieved but, again, doubling the PRF has the cost of halving the range swath. This
solution, even though it has its problems, is still the most used, and the trade-off imposed by it is
seen as a price for having polarimetric information.

Obtaining a full polarimetric SAR system without decreasing the PRF, the range swath or the
system bandwidth is one the main motivations for MIMO SAR, as we will see in the next chapter.

2.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we reviewed the main features and limitations of radar and SAR systems.
Developments in these systems have brought many advancements in many areas [33] [34] but, as
we saw, important restrictions still limit the working of these systems. In the next chapter, we
will see how MIMO SAR systems can overcome some of these restrictions and how they can bring
great advancements for the area of remote sensing.
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Chapter 3

MIMO SAR Theory

3.1 Introduction

As we saw on the last chapter, conventional SAR presents two severe limitations. The first
one is that there is a conflicting requirement on the PRF: to obtain a fine resolution in azimuth,
one needs a high PRF, but to achieve a large range swath, a low PRF is needed. Therefore, a fine
resolution in azimuth is incompatible with a large range swath. In applications where you need
both (such as deforestation monitoring), this presents a considerable limitation of SAR systems.
The second limitation is that, to achieve full polarimetric SAR, either the signal bandwidth is
decreased (which worsens the range resolution) or the PRF is lowered (which causes an inferior
resolution in azimuth). We would, of course, like full resolution and full swath in full polarimetric
SAR, but that is impossible with conventional SAR [18].

The solution to these limitations is MIMO SAR. The principle is implementing an array in
the SAR platform where the received signal from each antenna is digitized individually. By then
applying array processing on the signals, one is able to separate the waveforms both in terms of
pulse number and in terms of transmitted polarization. In this chapter, we will mainly present
one such MIMO SAR system showcases by the DLR [35]. In section 3.2, we will present the basic
operation principle in the MIMO SAR system considered, in section 3.3 we will show how the
system achieves a quad-polarimetric system, and in section 3.4 we will present a few other MIMO
SAR systems.

3.2 Digital Beamforming for Pulse Number Selection

As we saw on the last chapter, one of the main limitations of classic SAR is the inherent trade
off between swath width and azimuth resolution. This is because a a low PRF is required for the
former, while a high PRF is needed for the latter. MIMO SAR circumvents this issue by utilizing
array processing. In this sense, MIMO SAR allows for high resolution wide swath (HRWS) SAR.

The situation considered is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. We first choose a high PRF which is com-
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Figure 3.1: Operation principle of the considered MIMO SAR system. The platform is equipped
with an antenna array in elevation, which is capable of separating the different echoes from the
scene.

patible with the desired azimuth resolution. The platform transmits a signal at this PRF and,
consequently, at any instant of time the platform is receiving echoes from different pulse numbers,
which arrive at different angles. The platform is equipped with an antenna array. One very im-
portant characteristic is that the signal from each antenna is down converted and A/D converted
individually (Fig. 3.2), so we have access to the individual signal received from each antenna. The
received signals are:

sm(t) =
∑
n∈Ω(t)

yn(t) =
∑
n∈Ω(t)

(hn,m ∗ sn)(t). (3.1)

In this equation, n is the pulse number, Ω(t) represents the set of pulses arriving at the same
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Figure 3.2: Architecture of MIMO SAR: each antenna array has its signal individually down
converted and then sampled. In this fashion, we can perform beam forming in the digital domain.
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time (note that both Ω(t) and its size are time varying), yn is the return signal of pulse number n
and it’s equal to the transmitted signal times the impulse response hn,m. Note that the impulse
response not only depends on slow time but also on antenna number.

To achieve SAR imaging, we need the impulse response hn(t) and so processing on Eq. (3.1)
must be performed. Note the difference between hn(t) and hn,m(t): the former does not depend on
the receiving antenna, while the latter does. Indeed, hn(t) can be regarded as the impulse response
on the phase center of the array (in this work, we will consider the phase center of the array as
being the geometric center of array). This reasoning leads us to the following relation:

hn,m(t) = hn(t)an,m(t), (3.2)

where an,m(t) is called the steering vector [27]. It describes how the signal’s direction of arrival
(DoA) affects the phase at each antenna. We have that:

an,m(t) = ej
2π
λ
rm·û(θ(t),φ(t)), (3.3)

where rm is the position of antenna m relative to the phase center, the dot represents a scalar
product, and û(θ, φ) is the unitary vector pointing at the direction described by the (time-varying)
angles θ and φ, which are respectively the spherical elevation and azimuth angles at the array. We
see then that different angles produce different phase distributions along the array, in accordance
to Eq. (3.3). This angle information gives a way to filter sources coming from distinct angles.

One important observation is that Eq. (3.2) is actually an approximation. It implicitly assumes
that each echo is coming from a single angle. In fact, as illustrated in Fig. 3.1, each received echo
occupies a small but not negligible region in angle space. As we will see in section 3.3, the fact
that the echoes are distributed in angle space is essential for obtaining polarimetric information.

For the following discussion, we will again consider a coordinate system in which we have an x
axis pointing at the along-track direction, a y axis representing the cross-track direction and a z
axis pointing up. We also restrict our discussion to a linear array in which the antenna positions
are distributed uniformly with a linear spacing of 0.5λ in the z direction such that:

rm = 0.5λmẑ. (3.4)

The spacing of 0.5λ was chosen because, in accordance to [27] and [36], it allows for unambiguous
angle information with the minimum amount of antennas.

While our discussion will be restricted to a linear array, it will highlight principles that can be
used for any type of array, as will be seen below. The expression for the steering vector becomes:

an,m(t) = ejπmẑ·û(θ(t),φ(t)). (3.5)
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Next, we derive an expression for the dot product in (3.5). We observe that the angle between
ẑ and û is simply θ. In other words, since the array is linear, the azimuth angle can be ignored
since it does not influence the phase at each antenna. For a flat scene, it can easily be derived
that:

θ =
π

2
+ arcsin

(
h

R

)
, (3.6)

where h is the platform height with respect to the ground and R is the distance from a point in
the scene to the platform. We also see that:

R = R0 +

(
n0 − n
PRF

)
c

2
, (3.7)

where R0 is the range of some arbitrary reference pulse n0 (remember that we are considering only
a fixed time t, so each pulse number corresponds to a single range, under the approximation of
Eq. (3.2)). We have therefore that:

an,m(t) = e
−jπm h

R0+
n0−n
PRF

c
2 , (3.8)

and hence:

sm(t) =
∑
n∈Ω

yn(t) =
∑
n∈Ω

(hn ∗ sn)(t)e
−jπm h

R0+
n0−n
PRF

c
2 . (3.9)

Our objective is to apply signal processing in Eq. (3.9) so as to obtain (hn ∗ sn)(t) for all t.
To achieve that goal, we can see that the signal sm(t) is a sum of harmonic functions in m. Each
harmonic function has its frequency dictated by its angle, so that we can separate then if we apply
a filter in the angle domain.

In references that discuss antenna arrays (such as [27]), this principle is illustrated further.
First, we note that if we have M antennas, the combined signals form an M dimensional vector
(for a fixed instant of time). To obtain the scalar (hn ∗sn)(t), we perform a scalar product between
the antenna signals and a vector w, which contains weights to be applied to each signal. We then
wish to find an expression for w such that:

(hn ∗ sn)(t) = w · sm(t) =
M−1∑
m=0

wmsm(t) (3.10)

for all t.
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As described in [27], we can take the Z-transform of w:

W (z) =
M−1∑
m=0

wmz
m. (3.11)

This describes a polynomial in the z plane. Since this polynomial has M terms, it has M − 1

zeros, and there we can choose w so as to place these zeros where they are needed. Recognizing
that the signal sm(t) is mapped (through the Z-transform applied in the m dimension) to a set of
points on the unit circle, where each point corresponds to a specific angle, we can then choose w

as the coefficients of a polynomial in z which has zeros in the points corresponding to the points
we want to suppress. If we perform this operation for each individual signal, we can separate all
the desired signals. If we perform this operation for each t, we can separate the signals for all time.
Fig. 3.3.

Figure 3.3: Separation of signals in the Z plane. Each signal is mapped into a different point in
the unit circle. We then find the polynomial that is zero at the corresponding to the undesired
signals, and obtain the corresponding weight vector whose elements correspond to the terms of
this polynomial.

Having performed the operations above, we obtain (hn ∗ sn)(t). We can then perform matched
filtering to obtain an estimate of hn(t), and can then continue with normal SAR processing. This
technique of placing a zero response on each signal we want to suppress is called null-steering, and
is widely used in MIMO communications (often under the name ‘zero-forcing’). In communica-
tions, this technique allows for spatial multiplexing, and it fills a similar role in MIMO SAR: the
separation of return signals, so as to map a wide swath while having a high PRF.

On a final note on this section, we note that using the described technique we can achieve a
much wider range swath that what would be possible using classic SAR. In other words, we have
a much wider swath for the same azimuth resolution, or the same range swath with a much higher
resolution. The limitation on this system is then the capacity of the array to separate the different
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echoes that return at the same time. This is both a function of array size and number of antennas
[36], so one could say they are the limiting factor in MIMO SAR. We also have to take into account
the extra processing and amount of data that are needed in MIMO SAR, which also could prove
to be a very relevant limiting factor.

3.3 Polarimetry

The technique in the previous section allows us to tackle one big limitation of classic SAR,
and allows for high resolution wide swath imaging. The other considerable limitation of classic
SAR techniques described in chapter 2 is the problem of obtaining full polarimetric data while still
having the full swath and full resolution. As we will explain in this section, this is also possible
with MIMO SAR.

The basic idea when obtaining quad-polarization data is having two wave-forms that are sep-
arately transmitted in the two polarizations. These wave-forms must be designed so that they
are separable once they are reflected back to the platform. We already presented two methods of
doing so: having wave-forms which occupy different bandwidths and having wave-forms which are
transmitted at different instants in time. As we saw, the problem with these solutions is that either
the resolution significantly worsens or the range swath decreases by half. Therefore, solutions have
been suggested in which we transmit two orthogonal wave-forms that occupy the same bandwidth
and time interval.

The most common proposal of this kind is the one using up and down chirps. They are denoted
by si(t) and sj(t) respectively and given by:

si(t) = ejπγt
2
rect

(
t

Tp

)
(3.12)

and

sj(t) = e−jπγt
2
rect

(
t

Tp

)
. (3.13)

They are called up and down chirps since their frequency increases for the first and decreases
for the second. It may be noted that the chirps occupy the same bandwidth and time interval, as
desired. The chirps are orthogonal, in the sense that:

∫
s∗i (t)sj(t)dt = 0. (3.14)

This led some (for example [37] and [38]) to believe that, if these two wave-forms were to be
transmitted, the echoes would, too, be orthogonal and hence we may separate the four polariza-
tions. However, as shown in [18], this is not so. The reason for this is that Eq. (3.14) is not enough
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for separability. Since the impulse response of the scene has a considerable time duration, the
transmitted signals are ‘stretched’ in time, which means that the required condition is actually:

∫
s∗i (t)sj(t+ τ)dt = 0, ∀τ ∈ R. (3.15)

The above expression is a cross-correlation between si(t) and sj(t). Using the convolution
theorem for the Fourier transform, one can easily see that the above equation is only obeyed if
si(t) and sj(t) do not have an overlapping bandwidth. As discussed in chapter 2, this is not
acceptable, since it results in a worse resolution in range.

The compromise found in [18] is to use wave-forms that obey Eq. (3.15) only for a subset of
values for τ , for example:

∫
s∗i (t)sj(t+ τ)dt = 0, ∀τ ∈

(
−∆τ

2
,
∆τ

2

)
. (3.16)

The reasoning for this compromise is that it is relatively simple to find wave-forms that obey
the above equation and also because, as we saw in the last section, the time delay of an echo is
dependent on the arriving angle of the returning wave. Therefore, in a manner similar to the one in
the last section, we can separate waveforms that have a distinct DoA by using digital beamforming,
while the separation for similar DoA’s (which correspond to small time displacements) is taken
care of by the above equation.

The wave-forms that obey Eq. (3.16) are called ‘short-term shift-orthogonal wave-forms’. One
such set of wave-forms is the one based on the classic chirp waveform. The first waveform, si(t), is
the classic chirp (for example the up-chirp), while the second, sj(t) is given by a chirp which has
a discontinuity in phase, as shown in Fig. 3.4. The intuition behind these waveforms is that they
are the signals with linear phase whose instantaneous frequency separation is maximized.
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Figure 3.4: Instantaneous frequency of the signals transmitted in MIMO SAR. The first signal is
the typical up-chirp, while the second is designed to be orthogonal to the up-chirp for small time
displacements.

Another processing step that was proposed in [35] and [39] to achieve quad-polarization is the
utilization of a filter bank before the digital beamforming. Figure 3.5 shows the overall architecture.
The reasoning behind this filter bank is that at the output of each filter, the signals will have a
separation in time. This separation in time improves the separation of the signals, since the
response of si(t) and sj(t) will be coming from different angles.

3.4 Other MIMO SAR systems

Besides the MIMO SAR system explained in the previous sections, there are a lot more systems
that employ the same principle. We will briefly review them in this section. They are all taken
from [40] and [41].

While in this work we will be focusing on arrays with multiple elevation beams (so as to
separate the range echoes), it is also possible to consider arrays with multiple azimuth beams. In
this configuration, the array antennas are placed in an along-track configuration. In this way, the
platform receives echoes at several displaced positions, which effectively increases the PRF without
diminishing the swath width. This technique is a SIMO (single input multiple output) technique,
and is called strip-map SAR with multiple azimuth channels [41]. One downside of this technique
is that it requires a substantially long antenna in the along-track direction.

One improvement that can me made in this regard is the transmission of two orthogonal wave-
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Figure 3.5: MIMO SAR processing. The signal first passes through a filter bank that displaces the
signals from the two polarizations in time (and, consequently, also in angle). Digital beamforming
then separates the signals from the two polarizations, as well as the signals with different pulse
numbers n.

forms at the trailing and leading antennas of the array. The theory behind this technique is that
each pair of transmitting and receiving antennas is equivalent to one transmitting and receiving
antenna (called a phase center [42]) placed between the two, if a phase term is corrected [42].
Therefore, if two antennas are transmitting (and not just one, as previously), one obtains more
phase centers and is consequently able to reduce the total numbers of antennas. Because of the
two transmitting antennas and wave-forms, this is a MIMO technique and is called MIMO SAR
with multiple azimuth channels.

Similar to the previous two, Scan-SAR with Multiple Azimuth Channels (also called TOPS [40])
employs azimuth channels together with a Scan-SAR operation (described in the last chapter) to
map a wide area with a moderate antenna length. References [41] and [40] discuss a few problems
present in this technique such as squint angle variations and how they create undesirable effects
on the received signal.

The three modes described above are based on azimuth channels, which correspond to an along-
track array. The main technique of this work, which was described on the last sections, is a part of
another family of methods that utilize elevation channels. Other techniques of this family include
systems that employ slow PRI (pulse repetition interval) variation and staggered SAR.

PRI variation methods are used for one simple reason: generally, spaceborne radars cannot
transmit and receive at the same time. Therefore, there are blind ranges in which the platform
does not receive any signal, and consequently no information can be derived about these regions.
One solution to this problem is to slowly vary the PRI such that these blind ranges change from
pulse to pulse, so that, over many pulses, we receive information from the whole illuminated scene.
Staggered SAR works further on this concept, and allows for faster variations of the PRI to obtain
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some nice properties, such as making sure that no two blind ranges are the same in two consecutive
pulses. Staggered SAR was also chosen as the baseline for the DLR’s new Tandem-L system, which
promises to push SAR systems farther than ever before.

3.5 Conclusion

As we saw in this chapter, the use of arrays in which every received signal is digitized allows for
SAR systems that fundamentally tackle the limitations present in classic SAR systems. Specifically,
they allow for high resolution wide swath imaging, and also for quad-polarization imaging without
deterioration neither in swath width nor in azimuth resolution.

We focused our attention to systems with an array in elevation. As we saw, there are many
other MIMO and SIMO systems that can be used to achieve the imaging objectives. However,
they all work with generally the same principle, and insight into any one specific system allows
us to gain intuition on the others. Moreover, the staggered SAR system which was chosen as the
baseline for the new Tandem-L system mainly works with an array in elevation, and so it may pay
to study this one more thoroughly.

In the next chapter, we will present simulation results regarding the system presented in this
chapter. We will consider the system as it performs spatial and frequency processing to separate
the echoes in range and the signals from different polarizations. For simplicity, however, we will
not deal with the issue of blind ranges. For simulation results regarding blind ranges and staggered
SAR, the reader is referred to [43] [44].
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Chapter 4

MIMO SAR Simulation

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter we will present simulation results of the MIMO SAR system described in
the previous chapter. Our simulations are based on the RITSAR Python package [45], which
implements the imaging formation algorithms.

4.2 Simulation Setup

4.2.1 Procedure

The first step in the simulation is acquiring the received signal according to a slightly modified
version of Eq. (2.8). We first set up a scene consisting of a sequence of positions and a sequence
of associated reflectivities. We then consider a list of platform positions that change with pulse
number. In this simulation, we are employing the start-stop approximation, as described before.

The received signal in the MIMO SAR simulation differs from Eq. (2.8) in two ways. The first
is that each antenna receives a slightly different phase depending on the antenna’s position. There-
fore, we also have a list of antenna positions in relation to the platform. From this information, we
obtain the distance from each antenna to each point in the scene, which is the quantity Rmn (x, y).

The second is that we consider a quad-polarization system, and therefore the received signal
depends on received polarization p′, the transmitted signal depends on transmitted polarization p
and the Fresnel reflection coefficient depends on the pair p′p. The equation then becomes:

umnp′(t) =

∫
A

e−j2kR
m
n (x,y)

(4πRmn (x, y))2 ζp′p(x, y) sp

(
t− 2Rn(x, y)

c

)
dxdy. (4.1)

The two signals sp are the short-term shift-orthogonal waveforms described in section 3.3. We note
that we will not be modeling antenna gain in this work, and will only be utilizing the common
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approximation of considering a gain of one over an illuminated scene and zero outside it, with an
abrupt change at the boundary of the scene.

The signal umnp′(t) is then passed through FIR filters. The filters spam the bandwidth of the
baseband signal, coincides with the sampling frequency in the simulation.

The final processing step is the spatial filtering. Many works utilize Linear Constraint Minimum
Variance (LCMV) beamforming [35], which can be considered an ‘optimal beamformer’ [46], since
it separates the signals while maximizing the signal-to-noise ratio. In this work, however, we will
utilize the simple null steering described in chapter 3, because of its simplicity. Like in chapter 3,
we consider vertical arrays, in which the antennas are displaced in elevation with a displacement
of λ/2.

To obtain the received wave from the transmitted pulse with transmitted pulse n, we recognize
that (in a situation with a high enough PRF) we will be receiving simultaneously multiple signal
returns, each with coming from a different angle. In the null-steering technique, we simply weight
the signals from each antenna so as to place a null on the undesirable signals. Likewise, we must
separate the signals from the two different polarizations. To accomplish that, we notice that, in
each filter, we will be receiving one signal at a given range and the other signal will be coming from
a range that is shifted either forward or backward by a time delay of Tp/2. Therefore, we can place
an additional zero at the angle of this unwanted signal, so as to receive the desired polarization.
In short, if we are receiving 2N signals at the same time (N pulse numbers and two signals for
each pulse number, each one respective to a different polarization), we apply N + 1 weights, so as
to have N zeros in the angle domain (N − 1 zeros to filter the other pulses and 1 zero to filter the
signal from the other polarization). Of course, we repeat this process for each of the 2N signals,
and also for each filter, and so we see that the processing increases quite a bit when in comparison
to traditional SAR.

After the beamforming, we apply the matched filter and continue with normal SAR processing.
To generate the image, we utilize the polar format algorithm [26]. In the next section, we will
show the results from our simulation.

4.2.2 Parameters Considered

We will consider the system parameters shown in table 4.1. We note that R0 is the distance
from the platform to the scene center at the middle of the aperture. These parameters were largely
taken from the upcoming DLR’s Tandem-L system[24]. Note that Tandem-L is not a realization of
the MIMO SAR system described in the previous chapter: while it employs digital beamforming
on receive to achieve HRWS SAR, it does not employ multiple waveforms to obtain polarimetric
information. Nevertheless, we shall use it in this work as it represents realistic values for an L-band
SAR platform.

For the scene, we chose a scene with a wide swath, so as to show the advantages of MIMO
SAR. From equation (2.14), we have thatWs < c/2PRF. Since we have a PRF equal to 500 Hz, we
have that the maximum value for Ws is equal to 300 km. We chose exactly this value as our swath.
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Parameter Value

Carrier Frequency fc 1.26GHz

Chirp Bandwidth B 200MHz

Pulse duration Tp 15µs

Sampling Frequency 200MHz

PRF 500 Hz

Total number of pulses transmitted 975 pulses

Integration time 1.950 s

Platform altitude 750 km

R0 1340 km

Speed 7.5 km/s

Number of antennas 4

Table 4.1: System parameters considered in the simulation.

From [24], we see that the farthest point in the illuminated scene from Tandem-L has an incident
angle of 30◦ with respect to the platform. Using this same angle as indicating the farthest point
in our scene, and using a little trigonometry, we arrive at the fact that our scene starts from angle
38.76◦. The slant range of the closest point is 1190 km and the slant range of the farthest point
is 1490 km. The ground ranges are 928 km and 1290 km, respectively (we recall that the ground
range is the projection of the range onto the ground).

As for the simulated scene itself, we encounter a little bit of a conundrum: while we want a scene
that occupies the whole swath so as to see the eventual benefits of MIMO SAR, we also want a
small scene so that we can better appreciate the effects that various techniques have on resolution.
Therefore, we reach a compromise: our scene consists of two very small regions. The first and
second regions are located respectively at the closest and the farthest points in the illuminated
region on the ground. The regions have an azimuth coordinate of zero. The images contained in
the two regions (along with their coordinates) are shown in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2. The white points
have reflectivity equal to one. This approach also has the benefit of being much easier to simulate,
since we have fewer points that contribute to the received signal.
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Figure 4.1: Image in the closest region of the illuminated swath.

Figure 4.2: Image in the farthest region of the illuminated swath.
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4.3 Simulation Results

4.3.1 Classic SAR

Before showing MIMO SAR results, it is useful to first show classic SAR processing applied
to these images. Since the system (intentionally) obeys all SAR limits in terms of range swath,
integration time and PRF, we do not have any azimuth or range ambiguities. We therefore consider
just one antenna, one signal and simply perform the matched filtering followed by the IFP.

Figure 4.3: Full image generated from classic SAR processing on the whole scene.

Fig. 4.3 shows our results of the whole scene. The image regions are at the very top and at the
very bottom of the image (with a zoomed in version to help visualization). Since the scene is very
large in comparison to the small regions, it is very inconvenient to display our results like this, and
therefore we shall display only the zoomed in versions from now on, such as in Figs. 4.4 and 4.5,
that shown a ‘zoomed in’ version and display the regions of interest. The location of these images
in the scene as a whole can be deduced from the labeled azimuth and range coordinates.

Figs. 4.4 and 4.5 show the images after SAR processing. The scale is linear, and shall be so
for most of the remainder of the images in this chapter. As can be seen, the images provide a
very good representation of the original scene, with only an expected blur, which results from the
limited resolution in resolution and range.
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Figure 4.4: Image generated from classic SAR processing on the closest region in the scene. The
PRF is 500 Hz, such that there is no range or azimuth ambiguity.

Figure 4.5: Image generated from classic SAR processing on the farthest region in the scene. The
PRF is 500 Hz, such that there is no range or azimuth ambiguity.

Suppose, however, that for some application, the azimuth resolution in Figs. 4.4 and 4.5 is
not enough: finer resolution is needed. We can then increase the integration time along with a
proportional increase in the PRF so as to avoid azimuth ambiguities. To achieve this, we increase
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both the integration time and the PRF threefold: the new integration time is 5.85 s and the new
PRF is 1.5 kHz. Figs. 4.6 and 4.7 show the results. Analyzing the two images, the first thing
that can be noticed is that the result is quite the opposite of the desired one: the resolution in
azimuth is much worse than before. Another important observation is that the range coordinate
is significantly off - by tens of kilometers, in fact. Of course, these results stem from the fact that
the swath is wider than what is allowed in classic SAR for the PRF of 1.5 kHz.

The azimuth resolution deterioration (which in consistent with the literature [47]) is most
likely because of range cell migration. A explanation of range cell migration is a bit involved an is
outside the scope of this work (for a detailed explanation, see [13]) but it is essentially a geometric
distortion that needs to be compensated by the IFP. If a return appears in the wrong range bin (as
is the case), the algorithm can compensate in the wrong way and this, along with the distortion
itself, causes a deterioration of resolution. The other effect, of the range coordinate being displaced
from its true value, has a more direct explanation: since the returns are periodic, the platform
cannot distinguish between returns from a given target with distance R from the returns of the
target with distance R+ c/2PRF, and from this ambiguity the range coordinate is displaced.

Having shown the limitations of classic SAR for a situation of HRWS imaging, in the next
subsections we present simulations of the MIMO SAR system.

Figure 4.6: Image generated from classic SAR processing on the closest region in the scene. The
PRF is 1.5 kHz, such that we have range ambiguity in this case. This results in a huge image
deterioration in range, along with a shift in range position.
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Figure 4.7: Image generated from classic SAR processing on the farthest region in the scene. The
PRF is 1.5 kHz, such that we have range ambiguity in this case. This results in a huge image
deterioration in range, along with a shift in range position.

4.3.2 Filters

As shown in chapter 3, the first step in MIMO SAR processing is filtering. For this simulation,
we considered 6 filters that each cover a section of the signal bandwidth. Each filter has 42 taps and
is arrived at by the window method, utilizing a Hamming window. Fig. 4.8 shows the magnitude
response of each filter. Note that each one covers a section of the full bandwidth. Also note while
it may appear that some frequencies have a smaller gain than others, Fig. 4.9 shows us otherwise.
This graph shows the magnitude response of the sum of all the filters. As we can see, is is equal
to unity for all frequencies. Likewise, the phase response of the sum of the filters is linear, with
a group delay of only 97 ns. These two features (unitary gain on all frequencies and linear phase
with small group delay) are important because the filter bank is meant only to separate the two
MIMO SAR signals, and not to cause any type of distortion. Indeed, the ultimate goal is to sum
the outputs of all the filters, so ideally they shouldn’t introduce any distortion.
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Figure 4.8: Magnitude responses of the 6 filters used in the MIMO SAR processing. Each filter
covers a subsection of the signal bandwidth.

Figure 4.9: Magnitude response of the sum of the filters. It is important that the magnitude is
unitary to avoid distortions.
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Figure 4.10: Phase response of the sum of the filters. It is important that the phase is linear with
a small group delay to avoid distortions.

4.3.3 Beamforming

The last past in the MIMO SAR processing is the beamforming step. As described in chapter 3,
we perform this by null-steering and canceling the signals coming from the unwanted angles. Fig.
4.11 represents this step. The unwanted signals with different pulse numbers (in red) are filtered
out, along with the signal coming from the other polarization (in green), keeping the wanted signal
(in blue). We reinforce the idea that which signals are ‘desired’ or ‘unwanted’ is dependent on the
processing ‘branch’ i.e. the filter in question, alongside with the instant in time (both fast time
and slow time).
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Figure 4.11: Array null-steering used for canceling unwanted returns. The blue rectangle repre-
sents the wanted signal (which is an output from a filter), the red rectangles represent signals with
different pulse numbers, and the green rectangle represents the waveform from the other polariza-
tion. The blue curve represents the array factor gain. In this figure, the signal length has been
changed to 500µs to improve visibility, but the principle remains the same for Tp = 15µs.

4.3.4 HRWS Imaging

We now revisit the setup with the high PRF that gave poor results with classic SAR. Like
before, we increase the PRF to 1.5 kHz and increase the integration time to 5.95 s. But this time
we utilize of MIMO SAR processing. Figs. 4.12 and 4.13 show our results, which are very different
from before. We obtain the azimuth resolution we were looking for, which is better than the
original SAR situation. Likewise, the images are placed correctly in the range coordinate. This
demonstrates the remarkable improvements that can be achieved using DBF on receive, which
explains the intensive research activity in the past two decades to develop it.
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Figure 4.12: Image from the closest region of the scene generated with a PRF of 1.5 kHz. Rather
than before (where the range coordinate was off and the azimuth resolution was poor), here we
have a high resolution image with the correct range coordinates.

Figure 4.13: Image from the farthest region of the scene generated with a PRF of 1.5 kHz. Rather
than before (where the range coordinate was off and the azimuth resolution was poor), here we
have a high resolution image with the correct range coordinates. Since the resolution in the farthest
region has also improved, we have achieved HRWS.
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4.3.5 Polarimetric Data

One final aspect of the system remains to be tested, and that is if the system can achieve
polarimetric data with two waveforms transmitted simultaneously. To test this, we split each
region into two images, as in Figs. 4.14 and 4.15. The left part of each region (letters A and
B) represent the first polarization, which corresponds to the up-chirp. The right part of each
region (letters C and D) represent the other polarization, and the other shift-term shift-orthogonal
waveform. Fig. 4.14 still represents the closest part of the imaged scene and Fig. 4.15 represents
the farthest part of the imaged scene.

Figure 4.14: Image from the closest region of the scene. The letter A represents the reflectivity
of the desired polarization, while letter C represents the reflectivity of the undesired polarization.
The objective of polarimetric MIMO SAR is to suppress the returns coming from letter C.
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Figure 4.15: Image from the farthest region of the scene. The letter B represents the reflectivity
of the desired polarization, while letter D represents the reflectivity of the undesired polarization.
The objective of polarimetric MIMO SAR is to suppress the returns coming from letter D.

Figs. 4.16 to 4.19 show the result from MIMO SAR processing when the returns from the first
signal are the ones desired. The first two figures are shown in a linear scale and the other two are
in dB. As we can see, we filter the undesired polarization quite well, and letters C and D are almost
invisible in linear scale. From an energy analysis, we obtain that the undesired polarizations are
attenuated by 17.4 dB for the closest region and 19.1 dB for the farthest region. Better attenuation
is reported in [35] (which reports 34 dB or higher), but that is most likely because of the LCMV
beamforming used, in contrast with the simulation in this work, which implemented a simpler
null-steering.

We also notice one important fact: while obtaining polarimetric information, we obtain es-
sentially the same image we obtained before introducing another polarization. Therefore, we are
able to obtain polarimetric information without compromising neither range swath nor azimuth
resolution, as was predicted by the theory underlines in chapter 3. With this result, we end our
MIMO SAR analysis.
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Figure 4.16: Image from the closest region of the scene. The left image (letter A) is crisp and
clear, while the right image (letter C) is barely visible.

Figure 4.17: Image from the farthest region of the scene. The left image (letter B) is crisp and
clear, while the right image (letter D) is barely visible.
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Figure 4.18: Image from the closest region of the scene in dB. The right image (letter C) is
attenuated by 17.4 dB.
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Figure 4.19: Image from the farthest region of the scene in dB. The right image (letter D) is
attenuated by approximately 19.1 dB.

4.4 Conclusion

In this chapter we simulated both classic SAR and MIMO SAR systems. The classic SAR
simulations showcased the intrinsic limitations of classic SAR, which seek to be remedied with
MIMO SAR. When simulating a MIMO SAR system, we showcased every step of the required
processing, along with examples that present the capabilities of MIMO SAR systems. From the
examples shown, it should be clear that, while MIMO SAR has a cost in terms of additional
processing, it presents a much more capable SAR system than traditional ones.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Work

5.1 Conclusion

In this work, we have presented the new SAR technique called MIMO SAR. This technique,
which employs antenna arrays on the platform and multiple transmitted waveforms, seeks to fun-
damentally change the limitations of SAR systems. Namely, it seeks to overcome the intrinsic
trade-off between imaged area and resolution of classic SAR, and the fact that, in classic SAR,
obtaining full-polarimetric information necessitates a smaller image area or a resolution deteriora-
tion.

In chapter 2, we have presented basic radar and SAR theory so as to understand where do these
fundamental limitations come from. From then, we have explained in chapter 3 how MIMO SAR
effectively overcomes these limitations, and the necessary hardware and processing. In chapter 4
we have shown simulations that showcase both the limitations of classic SAR and the capabilities
of MIMO SAR, along with each necessary processing step.

MIMO SAR, along with DBF SAR, allow for SAR systems that provide order of magnitude
improvement over classical techniques [24]. Considering the major impact that SAR has made in
remote sensing, one can only imagine the benefits that these new techniques will bring to various
scientific and humanitarian applications.

5.2 Future Work

For future work, we can include the development of a simulation platform that includes a more
realistic model, for exampĺe one that includes aspects such as noise, antenna gain and antenna
cross polarization. A simulation platform that takes into account scene height would also prove to
be useful, since it changes the relationship between range and the echo direction of arrival, which
was shown in chapter 3 and used in chapter 4 for the null-steering. Indeed, this change of DoA for
a given range caused by scene height is a recognized problem in the literature [48].

Additionally, we also recognize that MIMO SAR literature still does not borrow many tech-
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niques found on MIMO in the context of telecommunications. As an example for that, we see that
the MIMO SAR system described in this work was arrived at in a somewhat intuitive fashion,
with little mention of MIMO techniques that allow for the optimal separation of incoming waves.
Therefore, a further integration between MIMO SAR literature and MIMO telecommunications
could prove to bear fruit to better and more efficient MIMO SAR systems. Or, at least, could show
a way to an optimal but computationally expensive ‘ideal system’, that could provide a baseline
of which to compare to more practical MIMO SAR systems.
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